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Abstract

This articles fires the starting shot to embrace 1980s and 1990s media histories and put them prominently on our 

research agenda. The 1980s and 1990s have been termed the ‘wonder years,’ when such media technologies as 

Teletext, the Walkman, the fax, and answering machine became part of everyday life. Moreover, these decades were 

pivotal, witnessing momentous societal developments that continue to affect us to this day, such as the advent 

of neoliberalism. Though media are an ideal prism to shed light on such developments, there is scant attention 

for this era in extant media-historical scholarship. Therefore, this article is an intervention that strives to foster 

media-historical research into the eighties and nineties. Taking stock of tendencies in media and media-historical 

scholarship, it highlights three general shortcomings of extant research that thwart a better understanding of this 

era. First, there is a lack of sociocultural contextualisation. Second, there is a tendency to focus on winners, rather 

than ‘dead’ or ‘obsolete’ media. Third, an overemphasis on ‘newness’ has led scholars to neglect important media. 

By means of concrete examples and case studies, particularly pertaining to the Netherlands, this article leads the 

way to future directions. 
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Introduction

Decades have passed, but the 1980s and 1990s are still alive and kicking. Examples abound, especially in 

popular culture. In 2023, the first season of That ‘90s Show aired, with the second one on its way. A year 

earlier, Netflix released Dirty Lines, a show about the burgeoning telephone sex industry in the late 

1980s in the Netherlands. What is more, over the past few years, no fewer than five Dutch television 

programmes have focused on the final two decades of the twentieth century.1 In one way or another, all 

these shows also deal with media and technologies that were popular back then, such as video tapes and 

the Tamagotchi. 
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Most of these shows, as well as popular books about these decades, are outright nostalgic, 

impressionistic, and subjective.2 Drawing on the memories of (famous) people, they overtly take a 

‘trip down memory lane.’3 Of course, they do not necessarily intend to inform but rather to entertain 

us. Moreover, there is merit in them either way, if only for they draw the attention of the wider public 

to these decades, which, as I will argue, have largely been forgotten in media-historical research. All 

the same, they do not provide us with a reliable picture of this era. 

This is problematic, because the eighties and nineties were pivotal decades. As the next section 

discusses in more detail, they were among the ‘most transformative [...] of the twentieth century,’ 

which ‘in many ways laid the groundwork for our current age.’4 Crucially, a host of media and 

communication technologies were introduced or became more prominently enmeshed in everyday 

life, such as the Walkman, Teletext, and the pager.5 For this reason, these decades have been termed 

the ‘wonder years.’6

How startling, then, to note that media researchers have largely neglected the 1980s and 1990s. 

There are of course notable exceptions, which I will sketch in the next section. However, the bottom-

line is that there is a lack of media-historical inquiry into this era. 

This lack is problematic and results in a gap of our sociocultural knowledge of the late 

twentieth century. After all, scholars have abundantly demonstrated that media histories are an apt 

prism through which to analyse ‘a rich web of cultural practices and ideas’ and the ‘multiple anxieties 

about the changing nature of everyday life.’7 Various seminal works highlighted the manner in which 

societal changes were both engendered and reflected by older media technologies, such as the 

telegraph, telephone, radio, and television.8 Regarding the 1980s and 1990s, for example, the 

Walkman ‘played its part in accentuating the a-social, atomising, individualising tendencies of our 

culture.’9 There is, however, a dearth of similar histories that pertain to the latter era. 

This article, then, is an intervention. It strives to foster media-historical research into the 

often-overlooked 1980s and 1990s, which, in turn, ought to shed light on this critical era. Incidentally, 

this endeavour is all the more urgent since media and the role they played in a wide array of 

sociocultural developments – ample examples will be provided throughout this article – are usually 

treated as a Cinderella in many ‘general’ cultural histories of this era.10 

The structure is as follows. The first section briefly expounds on the premise of my intervention 

by sketching why the 1980s and 1990s and the media of these decades are worthy of more attention. 

The second section illustrates the lack of media-historical research into this era, predominantly by 
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means of a review of four media journals: Media History, Convergence, New Media & Society and TMG–

Journal for Media History, the journal this article appears in. This state of the field, as it were, serves as 

a stepping stone to the main part of this article, which discusses three general shortcomings 

prevalent in extant media-historical research – not limited to the aforementioned journals and also 

including books – that thwart a better understanding of the 1980s and 1990s. First, much scholarship 

does not provide (enough) historical contextualisation of the sociocultural embeddedness of media. 

Second, there is a prevailing overemphasis on the ‘newness’ of media. Third, successful media are 

favoured over unsuccessful ones. 

These sections will also point out how my critique overlaps with and builds on media archaeology. 

Though my endeavour clearly sympathizes with this approach, it also differs, at least gradually. Though 

certainly interested in obsolete and forgotten media, I, unlike many media archaeologists, do not 

necessarily focus on ‘[d]ead ends, losers and inventions that never made it into a material product,’ i.e., 

on ‘the quirky, the non-obvious apparatuses, practices and inventions.’11 In fact, I highlight that the 

1980s and 1990s were full of media that were extremely successful at the time, which may or may not 

have died or become obsolete since, that have been neglected in media-historical research. 

In presenting the three shortcomings, I use concrete examples and case studies based on the 

aforementioned review, my domain knowledge, and a consultation of primary sources. These 

examples demonstrate possible fruitful venues for future research and show how such research could 

elucidate specific societal transformations such as burgeoning neoliberalism. This part predominantly 

focuses on the Netherlands, where TMG—Journal for Media History is based and where many of the 

sociocultural trends that characterise the 1980s and 1990s prominently came to the fore. However, 

this manifesto is explicitly aimed at media scholars interested in other geographical areas, too. After 

all, as will become clear, the lack of research into 1980s and 1990s media as well as the flaws of extant 

research appear to be a global phenomenon. I therefore hope that this manifesto will resonate with 

scholars around the globe – especially with media scholars and historians – and will put media 

histories of the 1980s and 1990s on the map more explicitly and programmatically. 

Pivotal Decades and The ‘Media Revolution’

Scholars agree that the 1980s and 1990s were critical decades in many ways. General histories of 

either of these decades underline that ‘[e]verywhere we look around and see its profound influence,’ 
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and that they provided ‘a clear starting point for contemporary life.’12 Jonathan Davis for example 

describes how the 1980s ‘played a profoundly significant role in shaping the contemporary world, and 

the legacy of the decade’s key characteristics is still deeply entrenched.’13 Notable characteristics 

were the spread of democracy and the end of the Cold War. Davis acknowledges that some 

monumental changes ‘would not be fully formed until the 1990s.’14 This particularly applies to the 

third feature he discerns: globalisation, or ‘the growing interconnected nature of economics, politics, 

culture [...] and technological developments,’ which is chiefly associated with the economic realm.15 A 

new global network capitalism emerged, i.e., a world where (predominantly Western) money and 

companies moved around with increasing ease.16 

This rise coincided with, and was made possible by, the growth of neoliberalism, a political, 

sociocultural, and economic force that since the early 1980s quickly became the hegemonic ideology 

in the West.17 While some scholars have used different terms, such as ‘capitalist realism,’ to describe 

and often critique this development, there is a broad consensus as to its significance for all aspects of 

life.18 The next sections grapple with (manifestations of) neoliberalism in more detail, but for now it 

is insightful to refer to Zygmunt Bauman’s seminal Liquid Modernity. In this book, he describes the 

process of neoliberalisation as ‘releasing the brakes,’ which refers to ‘deregulation, liberalization, 

“flexibilization,” increased fluidity, unbridling the financial, real estate and labour markets.’19 Other 

sociologists have pointed out how this release of the brakes has resulted in precarity, which has had 

both material and mental consequences. ‘Instability is meant to be the normal,’ Richard Sennett 

compellingly argued, which is accompanied by a narrow-minded focus on the present.20 People 

were – and to this day are – made to believe and, through governmentality, have each other and 

themselves believe that flexibility equals autonomy, if not freedom, which is to be treasured. In 

reality, however, as Nikolas Rose contended, especially since the rise of neoliberalism, we are caught 

in an enterprise culture. ‘Experts of subjectivity’ such as the media, teachers, managers, and 

psychologists have turned all but everyone into an enterprising self. Under the guise of positive 

phrases such as ‘freedom,’ ‘individuality’ and ‘choice,’ powerful ‘pedagogies of self-fulfilment’ have 

created a – physically and mentally draining – situation in which people are constantly ‘inspecting 

oneself, accounting for oneself, and working upon oneself in order realize one’s potential, gain 

happiness […].’21 Not just individuals, but also organisations such as schools, hospitals, and families 

are to ‘achieve economy, efficiency, excellence, and competitiveness’ and are encouraged ‘to conduct 

themselves with boldness and vigor, to calculate for their own advantage, to drive themselves hard, 
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and to accept risks in the pursuit of goals.’22 The dire outcome of this is perhaps most powerfully 

captured by philosopher Byung-Chul Han in The Burnout Society: ‘In this society of compulsion, 

everyone carries a work camp inside. This labor camp is defined by the fact that one is simultaneously 

prisoner and guard, victim and perpetrator. One exploits oneself [...] even without domination.’23 In 

line with this, and underlining how apt Bauman’s ‘releasing the breaks’ metaphor is, the late 

twentieth century saw an increase in people feeling rushed, and anxieties arose regarding the strains 

that the accelerated pace of modern life put on them.24 

Media played a key role in this development. As sociologists such as Hartmut Rosa and Judy 

Wajcman have argued, new media technologies spurred this development, but at the same time were 

also used to cope with the consequences. People came to rely on them ‘for the micro-coordination of 

everyday life, allowing for tighter and more efficient “real time” planning of activities’—in effect 

creating an acceleration cycle.25 The fax, pager, PalmPilot, e-mail, and mobile phone are cases in 

point.26 

It is beyond the purview of this article to describe these and other noteworthy developments 

that ensued in the 1980s and 1990s exhaustively. The above sketch nevertheless underlines the 

importance of the final decades of the twentieth. Especially so, since many of the trends that surfaced 

then, particularly the hegemony of neoliberalism, have continued to this day and over the past years 

have increasingly faced criticism.27 

As stressed in the introduction, media are key to understand these developments better. What 

is more, many of these developments, at least partly, owe to media. For instance, the advent of new 

communication technologies such as the satellite helped bring about the rise of network capitalism. 

Though, as I will argue in more detail below, other media such as the fax should not be 

underestimated, the computer in conjunction with the early Internet was crucial: ‘Computerized 

trading radically transformed global capital markets [...] [which] were operating around the clock, 

with trading taking place on a scale and at a pace impossible’ before.28 As with other societal 

developments of the 1980s and 1990s, it is impossible to give a complete overview of all the media 

that spurred or are typical of these developments. There are simply too many, which underscores the 

need for more specific empirical studies that detail the various and multifaceted intricacies at play. 

After all, over the course of these two decades so much changed – both in the realm of media, as well 

as in society because of media – that some scholars speak of a ‘media revolution,’ or ‘digital 

revolution.’29 
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At the same time, it is important to stress that digital media should not be the exclusive focus of 

future research. If we want to get a better grasp on the late twentieth century, we need to acknowledge 

the importance of both then-new media (digital or not) and already existing media, often referred to as 

legacy media. Regarding the former, the personal computer is a prime example. Its advent was so 

momentous, that Time magazine in January 1983 did not elect a person of the year, but instead named 

the computer ‘Machine of the Year.’30 Regarding legacy media, to give but one example, television in the 

era at hand reached its zenith, culminating in the 1990s when ‘television was not the same as life, but 

the relationship was closer than it had ever been before and would ever be again.’31 

In sum, media are critical to improve our understanding of the 1980s and 1990s, which in 

themselves are pivotal decades. As one general cultural history summarises, both old and new media 

‘advanced to such an extent’ that they ‘altered the way of life for most […] and perhaps even affected 

a significant shift in world view.’32 

Before I elaborate on this in more detail, it is important to briefly reflect on the periodisation. 

Media archaeologist Siegfried Zielinski introduced the term deep time, which is sometimes 

understood as a plea to study media histories from a longue durée perspective, i.e., to span centuries 

rather than decades.33 It certainly would make sense to place the 1980s and 1990s media histories 

that this article envisions alongside of and as themselves part of a longer-term perspective. At the 

same time, Zielinski rightfully stresses that, above all, we should uncover ‘fractures or turning points,’ 

i.e., ‘dynamic moments in the media-archaeological record.’34 Consequently, Jukka Kortti has rightly 

underscored that ‘we [should not] drop the periodization in media history’.35 I have argued that the 

final decades of the twentieth centuries provide such a turning point and, hence, appropriate 

timeframe.

That said, as important as the 1980s and 1990s are, I do not claim that in every respect they 

were a clearly demarcated era, much less one that started on January 1, 1980 (or any other day) and 

ended with ‘Y2K.’36 Evidently, certain developments commonly associated with the era started earlier 

(e.g., individualisation), whereas others continued well into the new millennium, some even until this 

day (e.g., the hegemony of neoliberalism). 

Take some of the sentiments that appeared in the popular imaginary. It is a widely held 

perception that in many Western countries, the Netherlands included, the late 1970s and early 1980s 

were characterised by pessimism and nihilism.37 The threat of nuclear war between the US and the 

Soviet Union, in conjunction with a prolonged economic downturn, resulted in much doom and 
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gloom. Doom mongering was so prevalent, that a new Dutch word for this phenomenon was coined: 

‘doemdenken.’ While the economic recession would leave its mark until the early 1990s, the last 

decade of the twentieth century is best remembered for the optimism (‘days of wine and roses’38) 

following the fall of the Berlin Wall, the implosion of Soviet communism, and the subsequent 

economic boom, notwithstanding some ‘bubble’ bursting.39 This sentiment surfaced in popular 

culture too, the upbeat Eurodance scene being a prime example.40 Nevertheless, some scholars 

similarly remind us that ‘declinism’ continued to rear its head in the 1990s,41 with an accompanying 

soundtrack provided by Grunge bands like Nirvana.42 Vice versa, the hedonism habitually associated 

with the 1990s had its roots in the 1980s.43 

In other words, much like scholars before me, I acknowledge that there are continuities between 

the preceding and/or succeeding decades, as well as discontinuities within the period under scrutiny. 

Similarly, despite the status of certain media as ‘typical’ of a particular decade or age (the 1980s, for 

instance, was often referred to as the ‘Walkman decade’), most cannot be confined to one or even two 

decades.44

Second, I do not suggest that the decades 1980s and 1990s are homogenous, i.e., comprise 

developments that are all of the same ilk, nor that, third, all of the sociocultural developments 

discussed in this article were universal. As critical as the decades were and as crucial as media are to 

better understand them, researchers should do justice to the various complexities and particularities 

that emerge in proper historical inquiry. While neoliberalism, for example, became the defining 

ideology in the US, UK, the Netherlands, and other Western countries, this was not the case 

everywhere. Moreover, even within this group of countries, neoliberal ideas and policies came in 

different guises, as did other trends attributed to these decades. 

Consider individualisation. As the quote about the Walkman in the introduction indicated, the 

late twentieth century is often associated with an acceleration of this trend, which already set in 

earlier. Other scholars nevertheless debate to what extent and how this actually transpired.45 For 

instance, Davis argues that it indeed clearly surfaced, but in a complex and paradoxical manner, 

particularly when one takes in mind the 1980s, known for its mass demonstrations and other 

outbursts of collectivism. Research into media is ideally suited to add to this debate: the 1980s and 

1990s saw the emergence of new, often portable media (such as the Walkman, Discman, cell phone, 

and Game Boy; the pager was older but enjoyed unprecedent success in these decades, too), which 

enabled personalised, individualised experiences that had hitherto been impossible.46 This, in turn, 
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spurred a debate over individualisation and related trends, such as consumerism.47 These debates are 

worthy of more scholarly attention. What is required, then, is a growing number of researchers that 

offer concrete media-historical inquiries, grounded in empirical research, to shed light on 

sociocultural developments of (parts of) the era – developments that can differ regionally or 

nationally.

The Neglected Decades: Examining Research Gaps in Media Scholarship

My prior research into various 1980s and 1990s media, such as the Walkman, pager, and Game Boy, 

led to me to the premise of this article: there is a lack of research into such media. This section 

corroborates this premise by, first, examining the output of prominent academic media journals. It is 

then argued that these journals exemplify two characteristics of media research that sustain this 

dearth: presentism on the one hand, and a focus on legacy media accompanied by an interest in 

periods prior to the 1980s and 1990s on the other.

Some of the most well-known journals, with the highest impact factor, heavily favour research 

into contemporary media phenomena such as social media and the platform economy. New Media & 

Society and Convergence: The International Journal of Research into New Media Technologies are intriguing 

examples, because they contain the words ‘new media’ in their (sub)title. Most articles published in 

these journals apply a narrow definition of this term, encompassing digital and/or social media.48 

Though valid, this is remarkable. First, scholars such as Lisa Gitelman and others have long stressed 

that media ‘were always already new.’ In other words, we should also research ‘old’ new media, including 

those that emerged in the 1980s and 1990s. Second, though the aims and scope of these journals make 

clear that these journals are mainly out to shed light on contemporary media, they also explicitly 

provide room for media-historical inquiries. Convergence aims to ‘encourage and advance 

interdisciplinary modes of enquiry into the study of the histories, trajectories, impacts, practices, 

pleasures and creative potential’ of ‘converged’ media.49 New Media & Society explicitly mentions that it 

provides a platform for research into ‘contemporary as well as historical developments’.50 Nevertheless, 

the media research agenda of these journals is for the most part characterised by presentism.

What about journals with fundamentally historical identities and goals? More is to be expected 

of them in terms of paying proper attention to the 1980s and 1990s, which is why I will discuss these 

in more detail. Again, two journals will serve as an illustration. Both feature the words ‘media history’ 
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in their title. The prominent journal Media History is best characterised by its heavy emphasis on 

legacy media of the late nineteenth and twentieth century, i.e., magazines, newspapers, radio, 

television, and cinema. Therefore, it might not be surprising that other media, particularly those that 

emerged in the latter decades of the twentieth century, are noticeably absent. However, even 

regarding legacy media, articles that deal with the 1980s and 1990s are few and far between. Granted, 

out of the 300-odd articles that appeared in the past ten years (2013-2022), about a dozen cover (part 

of) these decades in a case study that spans a longer period of time – which also underlines the point 

made in the previous section about (dis)continuities between eras.51 But very few zero in on the 1980s 

and 1990s, they rather focus on periods prior to this. The exceptions that do do this, can serve as 

inspiration to finally start doing the 1980s and 1990s and the pivotal events and developments of that 

era justice. One article for example demonstrates how magazine Wired added to a breach of the 

boundaries between work and leisure (a development, others have detailed in other outlets, which 

was also fuelled by the success of media such as the answering machine, pager and, later, cell 

phone).52 Through the prism of an Irish publication geared towards gay men, another article discusses 

another key characteristic of the era at hand, the AIDS crisis.53 A third and final example details how 

– in line with my earlier argument – media spurred monumental societal developments, i.e., compares 

the role that radio, television, and the printed press played in the coup d’etat in Spain (1981) and the 

opening of the Berlin Wall.54 

The same diagnosis applies to the journal in which this article is published: TMG–Journal for 

Media History. Much like Media History, legacy media have dominated the output and there is a lack of 

attention for the era at hand. Again, there are only a few counterexamples, such as a special issue on 

the history of computer games.55 Another special issue historicised the then-buzzword ‘interactivity,’ 

which included musings on various interactive media technologies of the 1980s and 1990s.56 A final 

exception is the issue devoted to video histories, where several contributions highlighted the 

importance of video to understand the sociocultural context of the end of the twentieth century.57 

What conclusions can be drawn from the examination of these journals? The output of journals 

such as New Media & Society and Convergence underscores that – as media historians Frank van Vree and 

John Nerone put as early as 1993 and 2005, respectively – there is an ‘allergy to the past’ that plagues 

media studies to this day.58 The review of Media History and TMG—Journal for Media History further 

indicates that, as far as media historians are concerned, this allergy clearly acts up vis-à-vis the 1980s 

and 1990s. These journals showcase a distinct fondness for legacy media and undervalue these decades. 
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Now, it could be that media-historical work about the 1980s and 1990s has resulted in books 

rather than articles. Though uncommon, for books usually build upon one or more articles which have 

found their way into journals, there are examples of this, such as a cultural history of the Walkman.59 

For this reason, the remainder of this article – which is not confined to the output of the four 

aforementioned journals – also takes books into account. Alternatively, it might be that media-

historical work pertaining to the late twentieth century has appeared more profusely in academic 

journals other than the four discussed here. Based on my domain expertise as a scholar who has worked 

in the field for well over a decade, this seems improbable. In short, then, it would appear that there is 

paucity of media research into the 1980s and 1990s, epitomized by the four aforementioned journals.

As mentioned in the introduction, there are notable exceptions to this—with which the next 

sections of this article will not grapple. In the past decades, specialized fields have emerged, focusing 

on media and media technologies from the 1980s and 1990s that continue to flourish. Example 

includes Mobile Media Studies – which ‘predominantly focus on mobile phones (now: smartphones), 

which has gone at the expense of’ other media such as pagers60 –, Game Studies, and Internet Studies. 

These fields have created their own outlets, in which the decades at hand feature relatively 

frequently, since they formed the founding age of these media. That said, these fields, much like New 

Media & Society, Convergence, and, as others have argued, media research across-the-board, are 

characterized by presentism.61 In these fields, too, the pool of scholars working on the history of 

these media is simply much smaller than that trying to understand the here-and-now. 

It is worth highlighting that presentist work might, put positively, be a blessing in disguise for 

media historians. Today’s present-focused media study might inform tomorrow’s media history. 

Histories of the internet, for example, habitually set the stage by referring to the work and visions of 

early internet scholars.62 They for instance draw from Sherry Turkle to recall that the rise of this new 

technology was accompanied by hopeful visions that it ‘could transcend structural power relations 

like sexism and racism.’63 One of my own research projects, in which I study hundreds of archived 

LGBTQ websites (2009-2022), is informed by early ‘cyberqueer’ scholars such as Nina Wakeford.64 

Their writings, moreover, often point to then-online resources that have since vanished from the 

Web. In that sense, they have become new primary sources that give us as close a peak into or at the 

original sources as possible.65 

Still, media historians can only capitalise on and build upon research—whether presentist or 

not—if it exists in the first place. The paucity of studies focusing on 1980s and 1990s media makes 
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this a tall order, which might result in a vicious circle. Moreover, it does not help that media studies is 

a relatively young discipline that has rapidly expanded only since the late 1980s and particularly in 

the last two decades.66 Consequently, especially given its presentist tendencies, the era at hand has 

chiefly fallen outside its scope. Another likely reason for the dearth is that there seems to be a 

bandwagon effect. It is perfectly understandable that (young) scholars interested in conducting 

media-historical research choose to work on media that are being used to this day—not just games 

and consoles, mobile / smartphones, and Internet-related phenomena, but also various legacy media. 

There is a critical mass of scholars working on each of these topics, which has led to 

institutionalisation that is helpful in terms of resources (such as finding a like-minded community 

and landing a research position and grants).67 As a result, even a relatively recent phenomenon such 

as social media, which took off from the early 2000s, has already received more media-historical 

attention than many media that were popular in the 1980s and 1990s.68 Finally, media history has 

traditionally focused on institutionalised media such as the newspaper, radio, and television. These 

studies, including the classics When Old Technologies Were New and Make Room for TV, usually focus 

on their ‘newness’ phase, too69 (see also There is More to Media than ‘Newness’ below)—though there 

are certainly notable exceptions that deal with the era at hand, such as TV studies that have tackled 

the introduction of commercial television (see the next section).

Whatever the exact reasons, the conclusion is that at present, by and large, we face a clear 

research gap. This is particularly noticeable concerning now-obsolete or dead media. This is 

exemplified by the influential anthology Communication in History: From Stone Age to Social Media.70 

The final three parts are entitled ‘Radio Days,’ ‘TV Times’ and ‘New Media and Old in the Digital Age,’ 

which focuses on the Internet, the World Wide Web, and social media. One looks in vain for 

information on other media and communication technologies that were particularly popular in the 

1980s and 1990s, such as the fax, Teletext, and the pager. Apparently, the perception prevails that 

these are inconsequential and may be overlooked without any negative implications, as if they were 

mere in-between media. This situation bears resemblance to the Great Man narrative that once 

suffused historical accounts, portraying purportedly great men as the main drivers of human history. 

For good reasons, ‘historians have liberated history writing from the confines of the great man in 

history.’71 Many a media history, however, continues to be dominated by what I dub the Great Media 

narrative. Much like media archaeologists, I argue that this canonical approach should be questioned 

or to the very least complemented.72
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In the next sections, I will expand and deepen my argument. I will discuss three general 

problems of extant research. This discussion is not limited to the four aforementioned media journals 

and also includes books. Though these flaws are not exclusive to the media historiography of the 

1980s and 1990s, they certainly thwart a better understanding of this critical era. It is worth 

highlighting that these sections do not exclusively grapple with (the lack of) research into media that 

emerged and/or were popular in these decades but have since disappeared; they also deal with media 

that emerged earlier, such as the cinema, television, and telephone. These sections predominantly 

focus on literature related to the Netherlands as a case study. However, consistent with the above and 

as underlined by my discussion of and reference to abundant ‘international’ literature below, my 

hypothesis is that this assessment also applies to media history as a field.

Media Histories Should be Cultural Histories

A first shortcoming of extant research is that media histories covering the 1980s and 1990s too rarely 

consider broader sociocultural dimensions. This is striking because as early as 1993, Frank van Vree 

contended that histories should embed media not only in institutional, but also in larger sociocultural 

contexts.73 Not much later, Dutch media historian Huub Wijfjes added that the future of media 

history lies in its ability to reveal the roles media played in a political, social and – particularly – 

cultural sense.74 To meet this objective, both scholars also proposed to approach media in relation to 

each other, rather than in isolation, to which I will return in the section Don’t favour winners over 

dead or obsolete media.

Alas, too little has changed since. Most research still tends to approach media as isolated 

phenomena, rather than ‘in conjunction with important historical developments.’75 There are notable 

exceptions, such as a volume series – not surprisingly edited by Wijfjes – of which every book is aptly 

subtitled A cultural history. To date, books about the radio, newspaper, and television have appeared, 

with a book on the Internet pending.76 All of these volumes also cover the 1980s and 1990s. Due to 

the rise of cable networks and satellite technology, this era was particularly important regarding 

television. Commercial television, allowed in the Netherlands only since 1989, signifies a key cultural 

development. For one, the new commercial stations aired talk shows and reality shows, which 

stimulated ‘the emancipation of private emotions – uninhibitedly and self-consciously giving air to 

one’s personal feelings and experiences in the public sphere.’77 Although ‘far-reaching 
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individualization’ had already become the norm in the 1980s, the 1990s would be the decade of ‘total 

individualism.’78 Reality TV enabled ordinary people ‘to stage a world that centred entirely around 

you,’ which has prompted some to suggest this inevitably paved the way for social media.79 Such grand 

claims are attractive to make, but warrant more (archival) research. 

Furthermore, future research should explore how genres like reality TV and talk shows 

contributed to the shift toward a neoliberal hegemony in everyday life. Various scholars have 

demonstrated how reality shows present participants ‘as self-responsible [competitive] enterprising 

authors of their own lives [...] without expectations of fair recompense.’80 This is consistent with the 

prevailing view that neoliberalism is geared towards ‘the extension and installation of competitive 

markets into all areas of life.’81 However, most existing accounts have been written from a United 

States context, whereas ‘actually existing neoliberalisms are variegated, adapted to the socio-political 

lie of the land.’82 Scholars agree that since the 1980s neoliberalism became the defining, hegemonic 

ideology in the Netherlands, as was the case in the United States and United Kingdom.83 A recent 

study details how a group of politicians, opinion makers, researchers, and officials successfully 

brought this shift about during the second half of the twentieth century.84 They encouraged the 

government to actively push citizens to adapt to a market regime, i.e., to competition. Especially from 

the 1980s onward, this subsequently trickled down into all governmental policies, such as those 

related to sports, culture, education, health care, and housing. Neoliberalism, in short, started to 

affect every facet of life. It is important to note, however, that these insights are mostly generated by 

political historians. Less attention is paid to how neoliberalism advanced ‘through culture, 

specifically through the promotion of an enterprise culture that works to impose competition as a 

norm across all arenas of social life.’85 In other words, as Julie Wilson powerfully encapsulates, how 

neoliberalism has become ‘the air we breathe, the water in which we swim.’86 Media played a key role 

in this process, in creating the far-reaching and inescapable ecosystem in which we are now 

enmeshed. Here lies an urgent task for media historians. 

If we return to television, there are, of course, accounts that touch upon the relationship 

between television and society at large during the last two decades of the twentieth century. They 

nevertheless mostly do so in passing. Consider the following example. During the 1980s, but more 

prominently in the 1990s, a fierce debate on immigration and (lack of) integration flared up, a 

considerable taboo up to that point.87 A book on the first ten years of Dutch commercial television 

recalls that in 1993, the largest commercial broadcaster aired an advertisement to fight 
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xenophobia: ‘If you, too, think that all foreigners should leave the country, may we say goodbye to 

you as a viewer of RTL4?’88 However, scant scholarly attention has been paid to the role television 

played in the growing popularity of ‘new realism,’ a term used to describe programming that 

advocates ‘speaking truth to power,’ criticising alleged political correctness of ruling elites who 

were unwilling to address or solve problems of the multicultural society.89 Because this debate has 

continued to be a prime concern among both citizens and politicians (in July 2023, the issue even 

caused the fall of the Dutch government), it seems urgent that future research delves deeper into 

these and other questions.

Similar cultural-historical questions can be asked by researching other media, such as 

newspapers. After all, the A cultural history book series rightly stresses that newspapers did not 

merely report on wider societal and cultural changes, but also brought them about.90 As did radio. 

However, to build on the example given before, the question how the neoliberal paradigm has come 

to hold sway has not yet been addressed, but only hinted at.91 It would make sense, then, to study the 

role that newspapers and other media played in this process.

There Is More to Media Than ‘Newness’

It is striking that much research into media besides newspapers, radio, and television has largely 

neglected the final decades of the twentieth century. There is a heavy emphasis on the moments 

when various media were introduced, rather than when they became accepted or ‘renew[ed] 

themselves overtime.’92 To make this point more palpable, histories of cinema and telephony provide 

telling examples. 

Dutch film history has extensively grappled with the interwar years in particular, i.e. the era 

when movies became a mass medium.93 As three film historians remarked in 2000, ‘since the 1990s, 

film seems more ubiquitous and popular than ever.’94 The 1980s and 1990s saw the academic 

institutionalisation of film studies in the Netherlands, but these very decades seem conspicuously 

absent in current and past scholarship.95 This is regrettable, because compelling cultural histories can 

be told through the lens of movies and movie-going. It has, for instance, been argued that many 

popular Dutch movies from the 1970s centred around sex and ‘were critical in changing [societal] 

views of sex.’96 But what cultural histories can be told about the 1980s and 1990s? William J. Palmer, 

for instance, contends that all ‘the major cultural issues of the nineties were present in one form or 
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another’ in films, such as voyeurism, an obsession with fame and a ‘postmodernist conception of 

reality.’97 He provides a cultural history of the United States, focusing on concerns of Americans, but 

what would other national or transnational histories bring forth?

Additionally, widespread late twentieth-century practices related to media consumption have 

been neglected, too. Think, for instance, of video rental stores.98 It is often claimed that 

pornography constituted the bulk of all video rentals.99 ‘My entire profit depended upon it,’ a 

former Dutch video store owner recalled. He also noticed that video consumption soared when 

rental machines were introduced, enabling customers, for the first time, to consume porn 

anonymously.100 This begs the question: how did past media help normalise porn and public 

conversations about sex, desire, and intimacy?101 As video became part of the media ensemble in 

the privacy of one’s own home, the anonymous consumption of porn likely changed the sexual 

landscape. This development also runs parallel to more general trends such as cocooning, by 

spending more time at home, often alone. These are some indications of the further growth of 

individualisation, or strategies to cope with the growing pace of everyday life – critical features of 

the late twentieth century.102 

Another example is the home video, which became ubiquitous in the 1980s and 1990s due 

to the growing use of the camcorder.103 This, too, is worthy of more scholarly attention.104 It has 

been established that women, in force, entered the labour market during the 1990s. On 

average, Dutch people also started to work longer hours than before and were increasingly 

pressed for time.105 However, in the same period, parents also devoted more time to their 

children.106 Studying home videos could provide intriguing insights into these changing family 

dynamics.

Much like film history, the history of telephony has similarly focused on ‘newness.’ This is 

remarkable, given the fact that only in the 1980s did the majority of Dutch people get a landline 

telephone connection.107 An authoritative study indeed concluded that the telephone gradually 

played an ‘indispensable role in social traffic,’ yet treats the 1980s and 1990s as a mere 

afterthought.108 By prioritising the new over the old, the authors rather choose to discuss the rapid 

rise and cultural ramifications of mobile telephony at the end of the twentieth century. This is a 

missed opportunity and should serve as a reminder that there is more to media than its ‘newness.’ I 

will return to the history of the phone in the following section to further my argument from the 

perspective of ‘dead’ and now-obsolete media.
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Don’t Favour Winners Over Dead or Obsolete Media

This brings me to a third feature and shortcoming of extant media-historical studies. There is a heavy 

emphasis on the ‘winners,’ while ‘dead media,’ and related practices, are often glossed over. This is 

problematic because the latter are of critical culture-historical importance. The plea to study dead and 

obsolete media was initially brought into view by science fiction author and media futurologist Bruce 

Sterling in the mid-1990s and has since been a hallmark of media archaeology in particular.109 

Interestingly, the notions of dead media and media obsolescence are still discussed as recently as 2023: 

‘New media are born, many media are reborn and some media die, never to be resurrected. Birth, 

remediation and death are neither new nor unexpected – as documented by histories of pre-Internet 

technologies and their demise revealing both the mundane and spectacular pasts of what were once 

nascent and lively media, such as the telegraph, landline telephone and videotex systems.’110 The 

question of the perpetual ‘newness’ of media has been pioneered by Lisa Gitelman and others.111 Still, as 

mentioned before, this has not led to much attention for media from the 1980s and 1990s. This is 

particularly problematic because, as stressed in the introduction, these decades have been dubbed ‘the 

wonder years,’ during which many media technologies emerged or grew in popularity. 

A notable example is the fax machine. As was the case in other western countries, in the 1980s 

Dutch companies embraced the device, and around 1990 ‘no self-respecting business could be found 

without one.’112 The fax also found its way into the heart of politics. Reflecting on his time as vice 

prime minister and minister of Finance (1989-1994), Wim Kok recalled: ‘Over time, electronic 

communication became more frequent. Not yet on computers, but by fax. [Prime minister] Lubbers 

also bought one, after I had talked him into it. This I sometimes regretted, because of his habit to send 

faxes on early Sunday mornings.’113 The fax thus was an early symbol of the information age, as it was 

called at the time.114 Through new media technologies, information spread more easily than ever 

before, also globally. This affected ordinary people too.115 I vividly remember that when my father was 

abroad for work in the 1990s, I faxed him the newspaper pages with stock prices daily (which, again, 

underlines that media should be studied in relation to each other; see the next section). The 1990 

movie Die Hard 2 perfectly encapsulates the indelible mark the device left on the era. When police 

detective John McClane sends a fax for the first time (not knowing which side of the paper should face 

upwards), he claims it is time ‘to wake up and smell the 1990s.’ Even after its popularity waned, the fax 

remained important for certain professionals, such as doctors, lawyers, and judges.116 
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Given its past popularity, there is surprisingly little research on the fax.117 This is a shortcoming, 

for a media history of the fax machine could offer a window into key sociocultural developments of 

the late twentieth century. Driven by neoliberalism, during the 1980s and 1990s, the Netherlands 

gradually turned into a ‘management state.’118 Much like in the United States and the UK, politicians 

introduced business practices in the nooks and crannies of all domains of life. How did the fax – much 

like pagers and cell phones – contribute to this development?119 Or how did this and other media 

contribute to the democratisation of stock trading in the 1990s?120 The growing popularity of the 

mobile phone is said to have caused the rapid rise of the Dutch stock market index AEX during the 

summer of 1997. Many people took their brand-new cell phones on summer holiday and created the 

so-called ‘camping boom’ (campinghausse).121 Fax machines, for their part, not only enabled quick and 

easy dissemination of stock information, as the anecdote above alluded to. They were also used for 

stock purchase orders, which further increased the ease and accessibility of stock trading. 

Ideally, as mentioned before, such media-historical research projects should be conducted in 

relation to other media that played a key role in this development, such as Teletext.122 This idea I 

share with media archaeology, which foregrounds ‘the rejection of medium-specific historiographies 

in favour of intermedial connections, exchanges, and convergences.’123 To give an example, in 1999, a 

weekly news magazine asked readers to share stories about what springs to mind when thinking of 

‘wealth.’ One response read: ‘Trading stocks is my hobby. Nothing beats making money with money. 

Daily, I read the financial pages of the newspaper, dissect the news and when I am home, the 

television is on, muted; Teletext pages containing stock info are my favourite.’124 As this quote 

indicates, future media-historical research could focus on the rise of (alleged) greediness, hedonism, 

and consumerism. As a cultural history of the US chronicled, ‘[t]he 1980s had been called an “age of 

excess” but paled in comparison with the nineties.’125 The profits that could be made on Dutch stock 

markets – at least until the bubble burst in 2000 – helped create a similar situation in the 

Netherlands. Could such a media history reveal sociocultural dynamics that differ from the US? Or is 

this another example of the purported Americanisation of (aspects of) life in the Netherlands?126 

Another understudied case that highlights the importance of now-obsolete media, is the phone 

booth.127 Phone booths gained a significant foothold in Dutch public life during the 1990s. In 1990, 

only around 6,000 public phone booths dotted the country, considerably less than in Belgium and the 

UK.128 At the time, PTT had just been denationalised and was on its way to privatisation – typical of 

the neoliberal zeitgeist. Consequently, the company started to aggressively seek new customers and 
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revenues. The annual reports of the company indicate that this also entailed increasing the number 

of public phone booths. By the end of 1992, the number had doubled and in 1995 19,000 booths could 

be found.129 Due to the rapid rise of mobile phones, the number would swiftly halt at 20,000. Though 

this number seems insignificant compared to the number of landline connections and mobile phones 

at the time, numbers alone do not speak to its cultural-historical importance. Here, it could be argued 

that the soaring number of public phone booths helped normalise the idea that phone calls can be 

made outside one’s home, ‘a kind of proto-wirelessness.’130 

This normalisation, in turn, likely functioned as a stepping stone for the success of the mobile 

phone. Despite an initial outcry, a rapid embrace of mobile phone use in everyday life soon followed. 

Future research could test this working hypothesis. What points in this direction is that some mobile 

phone users initially preferred a booth, perhaps because of the stigma of public mobile phone usage. 

A humorous scene from a 1990s television programme shows these early dynamics surrounding 

telephony in public spaces. As the host arrives at a train station, he frantically searches for a phone 

booth to make a phone call. All booths are occupied, but a solution presents itself: ‘It’s always the 

same when you’re in a hurry, but I know more than one trick,’ after which he pulls out his mobile 

phone.131 This example, again, underlines that future research into forgotten, dead or obsolete media 

should always be conducted in relation to other media at the time. Recent articles for example 

suggest that it was not just the phone booth, but rather an ensemble of media that helped attune 

people to the expectation of continuous reachability. In the 1980s and especially 1990s, the 

answering machine and pager became immensely popular. They ‘helped normalize the idea that [...] 

[people] had to be reachable whenever, wherever’ and ‘compelled participation in new regimes of 

perpetual connection’—i.e., paved the way for mobile phones and Internet-based communication.132

Final Vistas

With this article I hope to have inspired media historians to embrace the 1980s and 1990s. I have 

give ample examples of the interplay between various media and important historical 

developments, such as globalisation, individualisation, consumerism, and the advent of 

neoliberalism. However, much more needs to be done to shed light on these developments and the, 

often lasting, ramifications. Media and media history have an important, if not essential, role to 

play in the matter. 
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In closing, I offer several vistas, i.e., put some final dots on the horizon. In addressing the three 

shortcomings discussed above, I combined a review of scholarship and popular publications and original 

research of my own with concrete historical cases, to carve out new directions. Here, I briefly discuss 

how we can rethink sources and methods to abet media-historical research into the 1980s and 1990s.

New sources need to be identified, collected, digitised, and above all included in archival 

institutions. The Netherlands, for example, has been a frontrunner when it comes to digitising 

sources and building digital research infrastructures, with such initiatives as Delpher and the 

CLARIAH Media Suite - best known, respectively, for their newspaper and radio and television 

collections - as the most prominent examples for media historians.133 These two examples have 

opened many new avenues, e.g., to do the prominence of television in the late twentieth century 

justice. In addition, the Dutch National Library adopted the homepages of one of the first Dutch 

Internet Providers, XS4AL. This web collection was the first digital-born set of sources to be included 

on the Memory of World register by UNESCO in 2022, which in 2023 was followed by another digital-

born collection, De Digitale Stad.134 It goes without saying that these sources could potentially open 

early web cultures in the Netherlands and beyond for media-historical research. On the other hand, 

some other important sources are still absent. Take, for example, the immensely popular magazine 

Club Nintendo, first sold in various European countries in 1989. At the height of its popularity in the 

early 1990s, the magazine in the Netherlands had a whopping circulation of around 300,000. This, 

and other important magazines of the day, are yet to be included in the collection of the KB or any 

other archive. 

Scholars also need to rethink suitable methodologies. Besides new digital methods, often 

grouped under the catch-all label Digital Humanities135, we should not underestimate the use of 

established ones, such as oral histories or the study of material culture. Recent developments, such 

as those instigated by John Ellis and Nick Hall, for example point at ‘hands-on’ approaches of 

historical media.136 Much can be done with this new methodological outlook. In the case of the 

Netherlands, for example, the Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision keeps in its vaults many 

material traces of the media technologies of the twentieth century, such as stereo sets, camcorders, 

game consoles, televisions, and VCRs. What happens when we put these technologies back into the 

hands of historical actors? And what could methodologically be gained from experimenting with 

them ourselves, as researchers? Andreas Fickers and Annie van den Oever claim that the 

materiality and sensuousness of the historical object can benefit the researcher to ‘find’ the 
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historical user, but also reinvigorate the state of the field.137 Scholars can furthermore learn from 

media ethnography and oral history to approach past media usage. What does a historical 

re-enactment of some aspects of everyday life in past media landscapes reveal? Strategies need to 

be developed according to the needs, possibilities, and constraints present at the locality in which 

this endeavour is undertaken. 

Besides seeking new sources and methodologies, we should establish relevant partnerships with 

other stakeholders, such as museums, archives, and other cultural heritage institutions. As alluded to 

in the introduction, the 1980s and 1990s are increasingly intertwined with new memory practices, 

fuelled by nostalgia in popular culture. A concerted effort is needed to provide proper historical 

contextualisation to move beyond superficiality, as meaningful as nostalgia can be to some. I hope 

that this manifesto, in tandem with the special issue it is part of, has provided a suitable kickstart for 

examining 1980s and 1990s media histories.
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